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A new report focuses on the UK’s current placement within the global

Cryptocurrency ATM market at multiple levels.

LONDON, ENGLAND, UK, July 28, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

new WallMarket Report sets out to highlight key areas of both the

UK’s and Global cryptocurrency ATM market.

The WallMarket Report covers the fast-changing regulatory

landscapes across the UK, Europe & North America and how this

could generate a competitive advantage to a cryptocurrency ATM

operator.

The new WallMarket Report covers in extensive detail multiple levels of the UK cryptocurrency

ATM ecosystem such as how we forecast that the number of UK operators, which currently

stands at just over 10 at the time of writing is expected to fall by the end of the year due to new

FCA regulations.

The WallMarket Report serves as a comprehensive timeline for cryptocurrencies, covering wallet

providers, exchange operators, usage of cryptocurrencies by different demographics and the

acceptance of cryptocurrencies leading up to the introduction of CBDC’s and the influence that

Covid-19 has had upon the market for cryptocurrencies and their acceptance within society.

At global level, our Report looks at how the total global number of cryptocurrency ATM’s grew by

10.66% in 6 months to just over 8300 during the Covid-19 pandemic, up from 7500 at the start of

2020. The Report highlights the growth potential of the fledgling UK crypto ATM market with

around 300 ATM’s and the effects that Covid-19 has had on the industry. 

Our WallMarket Report outlines our unique positioning within the UK market and how our

strategy has been back tested against large American cryptocurrency ATM operators who

currently lead the global market.  

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.wallmarket.group


The UK based start-up is headed by an experienced team with the likes of Christopher Gorman

OBE, chairing the board of directors providing direction for how we intend to grow our network

of ATM’s to up to 1000 ATM’s in the UK and Europe by the end of 2021 and cement ourselves as

fintech industry leaders. Our CEO Rupert Ireland has had great successes in both the fields of

finance being head trader at Carax & also in alternative energies as he is the current CEO of Blue

Eagle Lithium which is listed on the OTC stock exchange. 

“Digital banking and ATMs have become a critical part of our banking infrastructure and in

fulfilling our everyday self-service demands. As independent operators we feel we have good

reason to be bullish and view our rollout of WallMarkets in easy-to-access, top tier retail and high

street locations as critical to maintaining the high-level banking customer demands of today,” -

Rupert Ireland, CEO of WallMarket Technologies.

“Where the high street banks are afraid to go we are not and in doing so we are transforming

how you access the new world of digital money and of course, more regulation creates clarity

and clarity creates peace of mind,”- Rupert Ireland, CEO of WallMarket Technologies.

WallMarket stand behind our idea, we stand behind our research that has been made available

in our Q2 WallMarket Technologies Report, we stand behind our team and are proud to be a part

of shaping the world of tomorrow. 

About WallMarket Technologies

WallMarket Technologies is a payment solutions provider, with a key focus on the digital currency

marketplace, utilising innovative blockchain infrastructure. It offers innovative payment

technologies that empower users and enables them to cut out the middleman, taking control of

their personal finances and bringing them one step closer to financial independence. 

WallMarket Technologies’ core service offerings aim to enable universal financial inclusion,

eliminate remittance market rigidities, and democratise access to the world of digital currencies,

through its cryptocurrency ATM network.
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